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Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG)-Diverse Path
Provisioning Under Hybrid Service Level Agreements
in Wavelength-Routed Optical Mesh Networks
Lu Shen, Student Member, IEEE, Xi Yang, Member, IEEE, and Byrav Ramamurthy, Member, IEEE
Abstract—The static provisioning problem in wavelength-routed
optical networks has been studied for many years. However, ser-
vice providers are still facing the challenges arising from the
special requirements for provisioning services at the optical layer.
In this paper, we incorporate some realistic constraints into the
static provisioning problem, and formulate it under different net-
work resource availability conditions. We consider three classes of
shared risk link group (SRLG)-diverse path protection schemes:
dedicated, shared, and unprotected. We associate with each con-
nection request a lightpath length constraint and a revenue value.
When the network resources are not sufficient to accommodate
all the connection requests, the static provisioning problem is
formulated as a revenue maximization problem, whose objective
is maximizing the total revenue value. When the network has
sufficient resources, the problem becomes a capacity minimiza-
tion problem with the objective of minimizing the number of
used wavelength-links. We provide integer linear programming
(ILP) formulations for these problems. Because solving these ILP
problems is extremely time consuming, we propose a tabu search
heuristic to solve these problems within a reasonable amount of
time. We also develop a rerouting optimization heuristic, which
is based on previous work. Experimental results are presented to
compare the solutions obtained by the tabu search heuristic and
the rerouting optimization heuristic. For both problems, the tabu
search heuristic outperforms the rerouting optimization heuristic.
Index Terms—Capacity minimization problem, dedicated-path
protection, revenue maximization problem, shared-path pro-
tection, shared risk link group (SRLG), tabu search, wave-
length-routed optical network.
I. INTRODUCTION
WDM optical transport networks are evolving frompoint-to-point connectivity to mesh networking. In
such a network, optical-layer protection is of paramount im-
portance due to the risk of losing large amount of data under
a failure. However, provisioning wavelength-level services
with the protection requirement involves complicated issues.
On the one hand, service users are demanding various types
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of services under diverse classes of protection. They expect
service providers to deliver the right service at the right price.
On the other hand, service providers are facing a lot of pressure
on the capital investment return. Efficiently utilizing network
resources is their top priority. In this situation, challenges exist
in provisioning services in an efficient and economic manner.
In this paper, we address the problem of static service provi-
sioning with hybrid service requirements in wavelength-routed
mesh networks.
Many optical-layer protection schemes for WDM networks
have been proposed in the literature [1]–[4]. Generally, there
are two categories of protection: path-based protection and link-
based protection. In this paper, we consider path-based protec-
tion, which many previous studies considered to be easier to
implement in the current phase [4], [5], [15]. In path-based pro-
tection, a protection path is used to prevent the services on the
working path from disruption. The working path and protection
path must be diverse to avoid any single point of failure, e.g., a
fiber cut.
However, finding diverse protection paths at the optical layer
is a special challenge. In a wavelength-routed network, a light-
path traverses optical cross-connects (OXCs) that are connected
by optical fibers. These fibers are placed into conduits, which
are buried along the right of way (ROW). For economic reasons,
service providers rent ROWs from third parties, such as the rail-
road companies. As a result, two diverse fiber links at the OXC
layer may be placed into the same conduit at the conduit layer
and are subject to a single point of failure. Such links cannot be
regarded as diverse links when being used to compute working
and protection path pairs. Shared risk link group (SRLG) was
proposed to address this problem [6]. An SRLG is a group of
links that are subject to a common risk, such as a conduit cut.
Therefore, finding a pair of diverse paths at the optical layer in-
volves computing a pair of SRLG-diverse paths. Each link at
the OXC layer may be related to several SRLGs. Although the
concept of SRLG was originally proposed to deal with conduit
cuts, it can be extended to include general risks. For example,
all the fiber links located in a geographic area may be assigned
the same SRLG considering the risk of earthquakes. An SRLG
risk in this paper represents a general risk.
Real-world service users may require different classes of pro-
tection. In this paper we consider three kinds of SRLG-diverse
path protection schemes: dedicated-path protection, shared-path
protection, and no protection. Dedicated-path protection assigns
a pair of diverse working and protection paths for a connection
at service provisioning time. The wavelengths on both paths
1063-6692/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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are reserved for this connection. If the working path is dis-
rupted by a failure, the destination node will continue the dis-
rupted services on the protection path. Dedicated-path protec-
tion provides high reliability and fast restoration speed, but con-
sumes more resources. Shared-path protection is an alternative
to dedicated-path protection. In shared-path protection, protec-
tion paths of different connections may share the same wave-
length on a link as long as their working paths are not subject
to a single point of failure. Shared-path protection is more ef-
ficient in terms of spare capacity utilization, but may not be as
reliable as dedicated-path protection. Some users also request
unprotected services because they may protect their services at
upper layers, or simply decline protection to save cost.
The class of SRLG-diverse protection is specified in the ser-
vice level agreement (SLA). An SLA is a contract between a ser-
vice provider and a service user on the quantity, quality and price
of a service. In addition to the class of protection, we further
consider two other components in the SLA: the constraint on
lightpath length and the price of a service. The lightpath length
has significant impact on the quality of service for a connec-
tion. In this paper, we consider wavelength-routed all-optical
networks, where no optical-electrical-optical (O-E-O) regener-
ation is available at the intermediate nodes of a lightpath. In
such a network, the signal quality degrades with the increase
of the lightpath length due to accumulated power losses, noises,
and crosstalks [6], [7]. In addition, end-to-end delay is domi-
nated by the propagation time, which is determined by the light-
path length. A service user may specify the maximum lightpath
length in the SLA to limit the signal degradation and delay. The
price of a service is also an important component of the SLA for
both service users and providers. Different services may have
different prices.
Before SLAs are signed, the service provider needs to ex-
amine the SLA requirements for all the connection requests.
When the network resources are not sufficient to accommodate
all the connection requests, the service provider is more inclined
to provision those connection requests that result in the highest
revenue. This is called the revenue maximization problem in
[8]. When all the connection requests can be provisioned in the
network, a different strategy is adopted. The objective becomes
minimizing the network resource consumption, e.g., the number
of used wavelength-links, so as to leave more resources to future
services. This is called the capacity minimization problem in
[8] (or the static lightpath establishment (SLE) problem in [9]).
However, it is difficult to check whether a network can accom-
modate all the connection requests. Service providers can first
solve the revenue maximization problem to accept as many con-
nection requests as possible in terms of the total revenue value.
Then, they can solve the capacity minimization problem, based
on all the accepted connections, to further reduce network re-
source consumption.
The revenue maximization and capacity minimization prob-
lems studied in this paper are NP-hard because they contain
several NP-complete sub-problems. SLE without protection has
been proven to be NP-complete in [9]. Some recent studies have
proved the NP-completeness of SRLG-diverse routing problems
[10]–[13]. The routing problem under both wavelength capacity
and path length constraints is also NP-complete [14]. In the lit-
erature, several integer linear programming (ILP) formulations
for relevant survivable SLE problems have been given [1], [8],
[15], [16]. Those ILP formulations that combine routing and
wavelength assignment together have been shown to be pro-
hibitively time-consuming [16]. The work in [1] and [8] used
alternate working paths as input for the ILP formulation to re-
duce the complexity. The study in [15] applied Lagrangean re-
laxation technique to solve the ILP formulations. In [8], the
ILP formulations of the capacity and revenue optimization prob-
lems were solved by using a multi-stage solution methodology.
The authors considered three classes of protection at the OXC
layer (dedicated, best-effort, and unprotected, which are dif-
ferent from our classification), but did not consider the SRLG
constraints. Under the SRLG constraints, the ILP formulations
become more complicated. In [16], the survivable provisioning
problem under conduit-layer constraints was studied. The au-
thors divided the combined ILP problem into separate routing
and wavelength assignment problems and solved them by using
both an ILP solver and heuristics. For solving the conduit-di-
verse routing sub-problem using such a divide-and-conquer ap-
proach, several heuristics have been proposed in [11], [16], [17],
and [27].
In this paper, we formulate the revenue maximization and
capacity minimization problems by incorporating some real-
istic constraints faced by service providers. We consider wave-
length-level services with three classes of path protection under
the SRLG constraints and lightpath length constraints. We pro-
vide ILP formulations for our problems. Based on these real-
istic constraints that were not addressed by previous work, our
ILP formulations are an important step toward real-world ap-
plications. Heuristic approaches are considered important for
dealing with the greatly increasing complexity in real-world,
large-sized networks. In this paper, we design a rerouting op-
timization heuristic based on some optimization principles pre-
viously proposed in [15] and [16]. We propose a more sophisti-
cated and a more powerful tabu search heuristic to solve these
problems within reasonable times. In the context of hybrid SLA
requirements for connection requests, the tabu search heuristic
can solve both the revenue maximization and capacity mini-
mization problems in a combined manner and yields better so-
lutions than the rerouting optimization heuristic.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the network model, problem definition, and ILP for-
mulations for our problems. Section III introduces the rerouting
optimization heuristic. Section IV describes the tabu search
heuristic. Section V presents our experimental results. Sec-
tion VI concludes this work.
II. NETWORK MODEL, PROBLEM DEFINITION,
AND ILP FORMULATIONS
A. Network Model and Problem Definition
In this paper, we consider WDM wavelength-routed optical
mesh networks. Such a network contains a set of OXCs inter-
connected by optical fiber links. We assume that each link has
a single fiber in each direction, while each fiber has a fixed
number of wavelengths. We assume that a lightpath is subject to
the wavelength continuity constraint, i.e., a lightpath must use
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the same wavelength to carry end-to-end user traffic. We also
assume that an OXC node can add and drop any wavelength,
i.e., an OXC node has sufficient number of transmitters and re-
ceivers.
We use a directed graph to represent the OXC layer network
as follows:
• Each vertex of the graph represents an OXC node.
• Each link has a fixed number of wavelengths.
• Each link is associated with a number, representing the
link length.
• Each link is associated with a set of numbers, representing
a set of SRLG risks.
The SRLG risk set for a link consists of all SRLG risks that
the link is subject to. Two links are SRLG-diverse if their risk
sets contain no common risk. Two paths are said to be SRLG-
diverse if no link on one path has a common risk with any link
on the other path. A link is SRLG-diverse with a path if the risk
set of this link contains no common risk with the risk set of any
link on the path.
A connection request, which is a service demand for one
wavelength, has the following attributes:
• It starts from a source OXC node and terminates at a des-
tination OXC node.
• It requires one of the three classes of protection: dedi-
cated-path protection, shared-path protection, and no pro-
tection.
• It has a constraint on the maximum path length.
• It generates a fixed revenue value, i.e., the price charged
by the service provider. A given connection request has
a fixed revenue value, while the revenue value may vary
among different connection requests.
In this paper we address the following two problems:
1) The Revenue Maximization Problem:
Given: An OXC layer network and a set of connection requests
with the above attributes.
Objective: Maximize the total revenue value, which is gener-
ated by all the successfully provisioned connection requests.
Constraints:
• Each provisioned connection is assigned a working path
and a wavelength along the working path.
• Protection requirements of each provisioned connection
are satisfied:
a) For the connection under dedicated-path protection:
— Assign a protection path that is SRLG-diverse with its
working path.
— Assign an available wavelength along the protection
path.
— This wavelength cannot be shared.
b) For the connection under shared-path protection:
— Assign a protection path that is SRLG-diverse with its
working path.
— Assign a wavelength along the protection path.
— This wavelength can be shared by other shared-protec-
tion paths if the working path of the current connection
is SRLG-diverse with all other working paths protected
by this wavelength.
c) For the unprotected connection, no protection path is
needed.
• The path length of both working and protection paths is
bounded by the maximum path length allowed by this con-
nection.
• The number of used wavelengths on a link is no more than
the total number of wavelengths on the link.
2) The Capacity Minimization Problem:
Given: An OXC layer network and a set of connection re-
quests.
Objective: Minimize the number of wavelength-links con-
sumed by all the connection requests (That is the number of
wavelengths used on all the links in the network).
Constraints:
• All the connection requests must be successfully provi-
sioned.
• Other constraints remain the same as the revenue maxi-
mization problem.
B. ILP Formulations
In this subsection, we provide the ILP formulations for the
revenue maximization and capacity minimization problems.
The ILP formulations are extended from the work in [1] and
[16], where [1] presented the ILP formulations for the SLE
problem under different kinds of protections and [16] extended
the formulations in [1] to address the duct-layer constraint.
The contributions of our ILP formulations are threefold: 1)
our formulations take into consideration the generic SRLG
constraints (instead of conduit-layer constraints); 2) our for-
mulations can handle the constraints imposed by hybrid SLAs,
i.e., three types of protections, different path length constraints
and revenue values; 3) the formulations can handle the revenue
maximization problem, which has different constraints from
previous work. In this paper we mainly present our contributed
formulations with a few supporting constraints that are adopted
from previous work.
1) Notations:
Input Variables:
A directed graph, where denotes the set of nodes
and denotes the set of links.
A link of graph , where .
Link length of the link .
The set of all SRLG risks.
A number that represents a risk and .
The link is subject to the risk .
The number of wavelengths on each link.
A wavelength number and .
The maximum number of connection requests be-
tween any pair of nodes.
The set of all connection requests.
The identifier of a connection request, where de-
notes the source node, denotes the destination
node, and is a number used to distinguish dif-
ferent connection requests between the same pair
of nodes. Note that and .
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The revenue value generated by the connection re-
quest .
The path length constraint for the connection re-
quest .
1, if there is a connection request under
dedicated-path protection; 0, otherwise.
1, if there is a connection request under
shared-path protection; 0, otherwise.
1, if there is an unprotected connection request
; 0, otherwise.
ILP Variables:
The number of wavelengths used by working paths
or by dedicated-protection paths on the link .
The number of wavelengths used by shared-pro-
tection paths on the link .
1, if the working path for the connection request
under dedicated-path protection uses the
wavelength w on the link ; 0, otherwise.
1, if the protection path for the connection request
under dedicated-path protection uses the
wavelength on the link ; 0, otherwise.
1, if the working path for the connection request
under shared-path protection uses the
wavelength on the link ; 0, otherwise.
1, if the working path for the unprotected connec-
tion request uses the wavelength on the
link ; 0, otherwise.
1, if the working path for the connection request
under dedicated-path protection is subject
to the risk ; 0, otherwise.
1, if the protection path for the connection request
under dedicated-path protection is subject
to the risk ; 0, otherwise.
1, if the wavelength is assigned to the working
path of connection request under dedi-
cated-path protection; 0, otherwise.
1, if the wavelength is assigned to the protec-
tion path of connection request under ded-
icated-path protection; 0, otherwise.
1, if the wavelength is assigned to the working
path of connection request under shared-
path protection; 0, otherwise.
1, if the wavelength is assigned to the working
path of unprotected connection request ; 0,
otherwise.
1, if the wavelength w on the link is utilized
by some shared-protection paths; 0, otherwise.
1, if the wavelength on the link is used
by the shared-protection path for the connection
request , whose working path is subject to
the risk ; 0, otherwise.
2) Formulations:
Objective for the revenue maximization problem:
Maximize
Subject to the following constraints:
First, the number of established connections should not exceed
the number of connection requests.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Second, we use the flow-conservation constraints for
end-to-end routing and wavelength assignment. We only
present the formulations for the working paths under dedi-
cated-path protection. The flow-conservation constraints on the
protection paths under dedicated-path protection and
the flow-conservation constraints on the working paths under
shared-path projection and nonprotection are
similar to (5)–(7). We skip those formulations (The complete
formulations can be found in [26]). Note that (6) and (7) are
used to prevent the loop of a flow that originates from source
and returns immediately. Such a loop is not a valid routing path,
but may occur when maximizing the revenue value.
if
if
otherwise
(5)
(6)
(7)
Third, (8)–(12) and (13)–(23) are the SRLG diversity con-
straints on the working and protection paths of dedicated pro-
tection and shared protection respectively.
Equations (8)–(12) are the SRLG diversity constraints on
the working path and the dedicated protection paths, where
(8)–(9) and (10)–(11) are used to define the variable
and , respectively. Equation (12) is the SRLG diversity
constraint, i.e., a pair of working and dedicated-protection
paths are not subject to a common risk.
(8)
(9)
(10)
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(11)
(12)
Equations (13)–(21) are the SRLG diversity constraints on
the working and protection paths of the shared-protection con-
nection request , where (13)–(20) define the flow-con-
servation constraints of the variable at the source and
destination, and (21) defines the flow conservation constraint of
variable at the intermediate nodes.
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
Equation (22) defines the constraint that the shared-protection
path of the connection request , whose working path is
subject to the risk , cannot traverse the link if the link
is also subject to the risk .
(22)
Equation (23) defines the diversity constraint for connection
requests under shared-path protection, i.e., two working paths
for the connection requests under shared-path protection cannot
be subject to the same risk , if they are protected by the same
wavelength on the link .
(23)
Fourth, Equations (24)–(26) are wavelength availability con-
straints.
Equations (24)–(25) define the variable , which indicates
whether the wavelength on the link is used by some
shared protection paths.
(24)
(25)
Equation (26) indicates that the wavelength w on the link
can only be used by either protection paths or a working
path.
(26)
Fifth, Equations (27)–(31) are the path length constraints for
each connection request.
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
We have presented the formulation for the revenue maxi-
mization problem. For the capacity minimization problem, we
need to make the following adjustment: first, we need to switch
their objective functions; second, we need to add two more con-
straints (32) and (33) on the wavelength usage on each link.
third, we need to replace all the inequality symbols in (1),
(3), and (4) with equality symbols and remove (6) and (7)
which are special for the revenue maximization problem. Other
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constraints remain the same.
Objective for the capacity minimization problem:
Minimize
Equations (32)–(33) define the number of wavelengths used
by working paths or by dedicated-protection paths on the link
and the number of wavelengths used by shared-protection
paths on the link .
(32)
(33)
III. REROUTING OPTIMIZATION HEURISTIC
The ILP formulations presented in Section II-B are very com-
plex. Although solving the ILP problems is still possible for
some small-sized networks, it is not practical for the problems in
real-world, large-sized networks. Previous work has proposed
some optimization heuristic approaches for the SLE problem
[15], [16]. The main principle of these heuristics is as follows:
first, they find an initial solution using a divide-and-conquer
approach and greedy techniques; and then they improve the
initial solution by rerouting the existing connections. We de-
velop a heuristic based on the same principle for both revenue
maximization and capacity minimization problems. Hereafter,
we refer to such heuristics as rerouting optimization heuris-
tics. Because such a rerouting optimization heuristic stops at
local optima, we propose a tabu search heuristic to further im-
prove the solution of these problems. In this section, we describe
the rerouting optimization heuristic. We present our tabu search
heuristic in the next section.
A. Finding -Shortest Paths
The rerouting optimization heuristic operates on a set of
-shortest paths for each connection request. These -shortest
paths are subject to the following constraints:
• Looplessness, i.e., repeated nodes are not allowed on each
path.
• Path length constraint, i.e., the length of each path is no
longer than the maximum path length allowed by each
connection request.
The -shortest paths for a connection request are used as can-
didates for the working path of a connection. We use Yen’s
-shortest paths algorithm in our heuristic [19]. We make an
adjustment to stop the algorithm when the length of a selected
path exceeds the path length constraint required by a connec-
tion request. is a pre-defined number. Note that the -shortest
paths represent as many paths as possible, but up to . It may
consist of fewer than paths if the constraints are not satisfied
on paths.
The -shortest paths of each connection request provide a rea-
sonable search space for our heuristics (both rerouting optimiza-
Fig. 1. Illustration of trap paths and how k-shortest paths help avoid trap paths.
tion and tabu search). Another key point of using the -shortest
paths is to avoid trap paths. The concept of trap paths comes
from a simple method of finding SRLG-diverse paths. In such
a method, a shortest path is computed by using any standard
shortest path algorithm. After removing the links on this path
as well as any other links that are not SRLG-diverse with this
path, a second shortest path is selected. These two paths are a
pair of SRLG-diverse paths. However, in some situations, even
if a pair of diverse paths does exist, removing the first shortest
path and its risk-related links will disconnect the source and the
destination so that this method fails. Under such a situation, the
first shortest path is called a trap path [20]–[22].
Fig. 1 gives an example of trap paths. Each link in the graph
is associated with a length and a set of SRLG risks, which are
represented in the form of . There exists a pair of
SRLG-diverse paths between node 1 and node 7 in the graph,
i.e., path (1-6-4-7) and (1-2-5-7). The path (1-2-3-4-7) is the
shortest path between node 1 and node 7. It is also a trap path
because removing it will disconnect node 1 and node 7. Another
trap path is (1-6-3-4-7). Finding -shortest candidate paths may
avoid trap paths. As increases, the probability of having all
the -shortest paths to be trap paths reduces. Fig. 1 also gives an
example on how the trap paths are avoided by -shortest paths.
The bold lines in the mini-graphs represent the -shortest paths.
When is one or two, all the -shortest paths are trap paths.
After increases to three, the path (1-6-4-7) in the -shortest
paths is not a trap path.
After finding the set of -shortest paths for each connection
request, we test whether each path has a corresponding SRLG-
diverse path. The test is conducted as follows:
1. Eliminate all the links on the path being tested as well as
all the links that are not SRLG-diverse with the path.
2. Check whether a path exists from the source to the desti-
nation after eliminating these links.
If no path is found in step 2, the path being tested is removed
from the -shortest paths of this connection because it is a trap
path for this connection. As a result, each path in the -shortest
paths has at least one SRLG-diverse path.
B. Provisioning Procedure
The provisioning procedure is a building block of our heuris-
tics (for both rerouting optimization and tabu search). It imple-
ments routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) for a connec-
tion request. It has three input parameters: a network topology
with the current wavelength availability information, a working
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path for the connection request, and the SLA information of the
connection request. If the provisioning procedure succeeds, it
returns the following: a wavelength for the working path, a pro-
tection path (if required by the connection request), and a wave-
length for the protection path. We use the first-fit method to as-
sign a wavelength for the working path. If the first-fit method
fails to find a wavelength for the working path, the provisioning
procedure fails. If a protection path is needed by the connection
request, it is calculated as follows:
1. Eliminate all the links on the working path and all the links
that are not SRLG-diverse with the working path.
2. Find -shortest paths from the source to the destination on
the residual graph (obtained in Step 1), satisfying the path
length constraint for this connection request. If no sat-
isfactory path is found, the provisioning procedure fails.
Note that the -shortest paths found in this step serve as
the protection path candidates. They are different from the
-shortest paths used as the working path candidates.
3. If the connection request is for dedicated-path protec-
tion, use last-fit method to find a wavelength for each
of the -shortest paths (Obtained in step 2) and select a
least congested path as the protection path (the paths that
failed in the last-fit wavelength assignment are not con-
sidered). The least-congested path has the least value of
, where denotes the protection
path and is the congestion weight for the link
if
if
where denotes the number of available wavelengths
on the link . This least-congested path selection
scheme is similar to the one introduced in [23].
4. If the connection request is for shared-path protection, a
wavelength with the least number of unshared links is se-
lected for each path in the -shortest path set (obtained
in step 2). The number of unshared links for a connec-
tion on a wavelength is the number of links on which this
connection does not share this wavelength with other con-
nections. The path with the least number of unshared links
will be selected as the protection path (we break ties using
path length).
Note that we also use this provisioning procedure to provision
connection requests in the tabu search heuristic.
C. Rerouting Optimization for Revenue Maximization
The rerouting optimization heuristic for the revenue max-
imization problem establishes a connection based on the
-shortest paths for the connection request. A solution can be
found by provisioning one connection request at a time for all
connection requests. To establish a connection, each path in the
-shortest paths is tried as its working path according to the
nonincreasing order of the path length. The path that succeeds
in the provisioning procedure with the least-congested weight
(congestion weight is defined in Step 3 of the provisioning
procedure) is selected as its working path. And, the corre-
sponding wavelengths and protection path (if any) found in the
provisioning procedure are selected for this connection.
Fig. 2. Optimization heuristic for capacity minimization.
The rerouting optimization heuristic first finds a solution
by provisioning connection requests according to the non-
increasing order of their revenue values. Then, it runs the
same procedure many times with random orders of connection
requests for finding a better solution. Finally, the solution with
maximum revenue is chosen. This procedure can be stopped
if all the connection requests are provisioned (i.e., an optimal
solution is found).
This rerouting optimization heuristic for revenue maximiza-
tion is different from the previous approaches that assumed all
the connection requests can be provisioned. We consider the
case in which network resources are not sufficient to accom-
modate all the connection requests. Our rerouting optimization
heuristic operates on many restarts with different orders with
the hope of finding a better solution. A more sophisticated tabu
search heuristic (see Section IV) can improve solution quality
dramatically.
D. Rerouting Optimization for Capacity Minimization
The rerouting optimization heuristic for capacity minimiza-
tion operates on all the existing connections. We use the solu-
tion for the revenue optimization problem as an initial solution
for the capacity minimization. The optimization heuristic im-
proves the initial solution by iteratively re-provisioning each ex-
isting (established) connection. It operates until the number of
used wavelength-links cannot be reduced. Fig. 2 presents the
procedure of rerouting optimization for capacity minimization.
Note that step 3 of the provisioning procedure (in Section III-B)
needs to be changed here so that the shortest path instead of the
least-congested path is selected as the protection path to mini-
mize the number of used wavelength-links. Similar optimization
heuristic approaches were also used in [15] and [16].
IV. TABU SEARCH HEURISTIC
The optimization heuristics introduced in Section III stop at
local optima. To further improve the solution quality, we de-
velop a tabu search heuristic to solve both the revenue maxi-
mization and capacity minimization problems. Tabu search is
a meta-heuristic for solving hard combinatorial optimization
problems [18]. It provides a set of principles that guide heuris-
tics exploring possible solution space, leading to high quality so-
lutions. In this section, we first give a general description of tabu
search. Then, we present the design of the tabu search heuristic
for solving our problems.
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Without loss of generality, we describe the general tabu
search procedure for solving a minimization problem. Given its
optimization objective function , the tabu search looks for
an optimal or close-to-optimal solution in the solution space
. represents the set of all possible solutions for this problem.
A search operation from one solution to another is called a
move. The tabu search is carried out through a number of such
moves. If a move results in a better solution than the current
best solution, it is called an improving move. Otherwise, it is a
nonimproving move. A general tabu search procedure consists
of the following steps:
Step 1. Choose an initial solution in and set , where
denotes the current best solution.
Step 2. Find the best solution in , such that
. is a subset of the neigh-
borhood of the current solution . The neighborhood
of the solution , denoted by , is a set of solu-
tions obtained by going one move from .
Step 3. Set . If , set .
Step 4. If a stopping condition is met, then stop. Otherwise,
go to Step 2.
The stopping condition may be defined in the following ways:
a) a fixed number of iterations of nonimproving moves have
been executed since the last improving move; b) a predefined
number of iterations have been executed; c) is empty.
In the implementation, a tabu list is used to record the moves
that have recently been executed. Each move in the tabu list is
assigned a tabu tenure. Until the tabu tenure of a move expires,
the move is invalid to be executed. By adding a recent move into
the tabu list and giving it a tabu tenure, the tabu search procedure
may be prevented from entering into loops. However, the rule
of tabu tenure is not always strict. If a move in the tabu list can
generate a high quality solution (e.g., an improving move), it
may become valid to be executed. This is called the aspiration
condition.
Another key technique for tabu search is diversification. Di-
versification refers to the methods that lead the tabu search into
new regions of solution space. Two popular methods for the di-
versification are the move-frequency-penalty for objective func-
tion and multi-start. The move-frequency-penalty for objective
function is used to direct the search into a new region based on
the frequency of previous moves [24], while multi-start restarts
multiple rounds of search procedure by creating new initial so-
lutions.
In this section, we first give the definitions for describing our
tabu search heuristics. We then present the tabu search heuristic
for the revenue maximization problem, followed by a descrip-
tion on the adjustment needed for the capacity minimization
problem. We close this section by analyzing the time complexity
of our tabu search heuristics.
A. Definitions for the Heuristic Design
The tabu search heuristic operates on a set of connection re-
quests , where is the maximum number of
connection requests. Other definitions are:
• is the revenue value of the th connection request.
• is a set of -shortest paths from
the source to the destination of the th connection request
and an empty path .
• denotes a move that changes the current
working path from to for the th connection request
.
• WL is the total number of used wavelength-links.
• is the number of wavelength-links consumed by
the th connection request when using the path as its
working path.
B. Tabu Search Iteration Procedure
The tabu search iteration procedure operates on an initial so-
lution. The initial solution is computed by provisioning one con-
nection request at a time for all connection requests, according
to the nonincreasing order of their revenue values. It is the same
as the solution found by rerouting optimization heuristic without
random ordering (see Section III-C).
Our tabu search heuristic transforms one solution into an-
other by moving the current working path to another path
among the -shortest paths of the th connection request.
First, the wavelengths used by the current working path and
its protection path (if any) are released from the network. Then,
the provisioning procedure (described in Section III-B) is called
using as the working path. We define ,
to be a move that changes the current working path from
to for the th connection request. If the provisioning pro-
cedure fails for a move, the move is invalid to be executed.
(from a nonempty working path to an empty path)
means to release all the wavelengths that are used by the th
connection. The best move on the current solution is the move
that generates the greatest move value among all the connection
requests (i.e., ). The move value of a connection
request is defined as
if and
if and
if and
where denotes the frequency (the number of times) that
the path has been used as the working path of the th con-
nection and is the move-frequency-penalty coefficient which
is a predefined positive constant.
The three expressions in the above move value function can
be explained as follows: if and , the move value
is , which represents the revenue gain when a new connec-
tion is established; if and , the working path of the
th connection is switched between two nonempty paths, i.e.,
the total revenue value remains the same.
represents the number of reduced wavelength-links normalized
to the total number of wavelength links used in the network.
This factor is used to favor the move that saves more wave-
length-links when the total revenue value does not change; if
and , the working path of the th connection
request is changed from a nonempty path to an empty path,
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which means a decrease in the total revenue value. rep-
resents the decreased revenue value. This factor is used to favor
the move with the least revenue loss. We maintain the revenue
value of each connection to be greater than 1 in the input so
that . Thus, moves that tend
to increase more revenue (or decrease less revenue) are granted
higher priority of being selected. is the move-fre-
quency-penalty for the move value function and is used to facil-
itate the diversification. By adding a frequency-based penalty
for the moves that do not cause any new connection to be provi-
sioned, the search tries to use the move that has been used less
frequently and jump into a new search region when no move can
improve the current solution.
We compute the move value of every possible move for all the
connection requests based on the current solution. Then, the best
move with the largest move value, say , is used
to change the current solution. After the move, is assigned
a tabu tenure and is inserted into the tabu list. This prevents
from moving back before its tabu tenure expires, unless it
is an improving move (i.e., the move improves the current best
solution).
The tabu search iteration procedure stops if one of the fol-
lowing conditions is satisfied:
• There is no valid move for the current solution.
• The number of iterations without an improving move
has exceeded a predefined value since the last improving
move is found.
• An optimal solution is found, e.g., the revenue value of
the best solution equals the sum of the revenue values of
all the connection requests.
• The heuristic has been running for a fixed amount of time.
C. Multi-Start
In addition to the move-frequency-penalty, multi-start is used
to further facilitate the diversification by searching new regions
of the solution space. Multi-start restarts the tabu search proce-
dure with new initial solutions after the stopping condition of
tabu search is met.
In each restart, we re-generate -shortest paths for each con-
nection request based on their trap path sets. The trap path set
for a connection request is established when the -shortest paths
are computed. If a path in the -shortest paths is a trap path (de-
tected by the method introduced in Section III-A), it is inserted
into the trap path set. The paths in the trap path set may contain
some critical links (e.g., the link (6, 3) in Fig. 1) that may be a
root cause of trap paths. By eliminating such a critical link in
the graph, we may avoid obtaining some trap paths when com-
puting the -shortest paths.
The restart procedure operates as follows: first, a link is re-
moved from the graph; then, the -shortest paths for this con-
nection request are re-generated based on the residual graph.
(Note that the removed link needs to be restored in the graph
when computing -shortest paths for the next connection re-
quest). The link to be removed is selected according to the fol-
lowing rules: if the trap path set of the connection request is not
empty, among all links on the trap paths, a link with the max-
imum cardinality of its risk set is selected; if the trap path set of
the connection request is empty, a link on the path that causes
the provisioning procedure to fail for the most number of times
is selected using the same rule (i.e., maximum cardinality of the
risk set). After re-assigning the -shortest paths for every con-
nection request, the method for finding a new initial solution
remains the same. Then, the tabu search iteration procedure is
restarted based on the new initial solution. Our rule of removing
a link to avoid trap paths is similar to the one introduced in [13].
D. Solving the Capacity Minimization Problem
The above description of the tabu search heuristic is for the
revenue maximization problem. Some changes are needed for
solving the capacity minimization problem. When minimizing
the capacity, i.e., the total number of used wavelength-links,
all the connection requests must be provisioned in the initial
solution. Therefore, no empty path should exist in the set of
-shortest paths for each connection request. We use the solu-
tion of the revenue maximization problem as an initial solution
for the capacity minimization problem. We need to change the
move value function as follows:
where
if
if
is a positive constant, and is the difference
in the wavelength-links consumed by the th connection when
changing its working path from the path to . The move
that produces the greatest move value is executed in each tabu
search iteration procedure. Due to the change in the objective
function, we also need to change step 3 of the provisioning pro-
cedure (see Section III-B). In step 3 of the provisioning proce-
dure, after using last-fit to find a wavelength for each protection
path candidate, the shortest path instead of the least-congested
path should be selected as the protection path to minimize the
number of used wavelength-links.
Jointly using the heuristics for revenue maximization and ca-
pacity minimization can bring an extra benefit. The solutions
obtained by revenue maximization may not be capacity-efficient
because its objective only takes into consideration the revenue
value. To further reduce the number of used wavelength-links,
we can run the heuristic for capacity minimization, confining
its operation on those connections that have been successfully
provisioned by the revenue maximization heuristic. These extra
wavelength links (saved by the capacity minimization) may be
used to accommodate more future connections.
E. Time Complexity of the Tabu Search Heuristic
Yen’s -shortest path algorithm is based on the shortest path
algorithm. If Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is used, Yen’s
-shortest path algorithm has a time complexity of
[19], where is the number of -shortest paths, and is the
number of network nodes. By we denote the total number of
connection requests. Thus, the procedure of finding -shortest
paths for all connection requests has a time complexity of
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Fig. 3. US-NET (24-node and 86 Links).
. The running time for finding an initial solution is
times as the running time of the provisioning procedure, whose
four steps (described in Section III-B) have the time complexity
, and
respectively, where is the total number of links in
the network, is the number of wavelengths on each link, and
is the size of the SRLG risk set. Note that only one of steps
3 and 4 in the provisioning procedure can be executed for each
connection request. Therefore, the time for finding the initial
solution is
in the worst case. It is equal to , if
and . One iteration of the tabu
search heuristic has the same complexity as finding the initial
solution. If the number of iterations to be executed is , the time
complexity of our tabu search heuristic is
.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results for our solu-
tion approaches through experiments. We use the CPLEX soft-
ware to solve the ILP formulations on a SUN Ultra-60 worksta-
tion with a 450 MHz UltraSparc II processor. The ILP problem
for the 10-node, 1-wavelength network under 6 connection re-
quests has 89 215 variables and 103 064 constraints. Solving the
ILP problem becomes extremely time-consuming when we in-
crease the size of the problem. We tried to solve an ILP problem
for a 10-node, 4-wavelength network with 45 connection re-
quests, but failed to obtain a feasible integer solution after run-
ning CPLEX for 40 hours (a feasible integer solution does exist
for this case and can be found by the tabu search heuristic). Pre-
vious work also indicated that the ILP approach is not capable of
handling large-scale problems in practice. In our experiments,
we focus on the study of the heuristic approaches for realistic
network settings.
We conduct our experiments on two example networks:
US-NET which has 24 nodes and 86 unidirectional links
(shown in Fig. 3) and the Italian network which has 21 nodes
and 72 unidirectional links (shown in Fig. 4). Each link in
these networks represents two unidirectional fiber links in
opposite directions. A link length is labeled on each link
in kilometers. We assume that the two unidirectional links
between two adjacent nodes are subject to a common SRLG
risk. In addition, a dashed circle in the figures represents an
SRLG risk, and all the fiber links covered by a dashed circle
are subject to that risk. Note that these SRLG risks are set to
Fig. 4. Italian network (21 node and 72 links).
reflect not only conduit risks (e.g., risk 1, risk 6, and risk 7 in
the US-NET), they also contain some logical risks (e.g., risk 2
and risk 10 in the US-NET). In the experiments, connection
requests in each class of protection schemes are uniformly
distributed among all node pairs. The number of connection
requests (demands) under each protection class is manually
specified. The revenue value of connection requests under each
protection class is randomly generated in a range: from 1.5 to
3.5 for an unprotected connection request, from 4 to 8 for a
connection request under shared-path protection, and from 6 to
10 for a connection request under dedicated-path protection.
The path length constraint for each connection request is set
to 600 km, which is considered as a typical reach distance of
all-optical signals using today’s amplification and dispersion
compensation technologies [25]. This length is also acceptable
for most types of services in terms of propagation delay.
A. Comparison of Tabu Search and Rerouting Optimization
In this subsection, we compare the tabu search heuristic and
the rerouting optimization heuristic in the US-NET and Italian
network with 4, 8, 16 wavelengths and up to 180 connection
requests. These network settings are close to the real-world net-
works. To run the tabu search heuristic, the move-frequency-
penalty coefficient is set to 1 and the number of -shortest
paths is set to 15 for the cases with 4 and 8 wavelengths,
and 10 for the cases with 16 wavelengths. We set the tabu tenure
to 5 for the cases with the number of connection requests less
than 100, and to 10 for those cases with more than 100 connec-
tion requests. We set a 7200-second or 2-hour time limit for the
running time of both heuristics. This time is long enough for ob-
taining good solutions and short enough for practical use since
the static provisioning problems is normally solved in an off-line
manner. The stopping condition of the tabu search heuristic is set
as follows: (1) the number of consecutive nonimproving moves
has exceeded times of the total number of connection requests
, or (2) the neighborhood of the current solution is empty.
Tables I and II show the solution results of tabu search and
rerouting optimization for the revenue maximization problem
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF TABU SEARCH AND REROUTING OPTIMIZATION HEURISTICS FOR
SOLVING THE REVENUE MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM IN THE US-NET
TABLE II
RESULTS OF TABU SEARCH AND REROUTING OPTIMIZATION HEURISTICS FOR
SOLVING THE REVENUE MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM IN THE ITALIAN NETWORK
in the US-NET and Italian network under 9 representative net-
work settings respectively. The first column of the table shows
the case number. The second column (W) gives the number of
wavelengths on each link in the network. The third column gives
the number of connection requests (demands) used in each case
in the form of: total number of connection requests (no pro-
tection, shared-path protection, dedicated-path protection). The
following two columns give solutions found by the tabu search
and rerouting optimization. The improvement column shows the
improvement of tabu search over rerouting optimization. The
running time is the time when the final (best) solution for each
case was found. Tables I and II show that there is a constant in-
crease in revenue value obtained by tabu search in each case.
The improvement of tabu search over rerouting optimization
varies from 4% to 8%. The results also show that tabu search
needs a little bit more time to obtain better solutions for most
cases.
Tables III and IV show the results obtained from solving the
capacity minimization problems for 12 cases in the US-NET and
Italian network respectively. The case number marked with an
asterisk denotes that all the connection requests are established
and the capacity minimization is based on all of these connec-
tions. Other cases are based on the final solutions of revenue
maximization found by the tabu search heuristic. Compared to
rerouting optimization, tabu search saves wavelength-links in
each case, ranging from 3.1% to 9.2%. Because the rerouting
optimization stops at local optima, it has a shorter running time
(less than 3 minutes for all the cases). The tabu search obtains
better solutions at the expense of more time for exploring the so-
lution spaces. However, this time is acceptable and worthwhile.
TABLE III
RESULTS OF TABU SEARCH AND REROUTING OPTIMIZATION HEURISTICS FOR
SOLVING THE CAPACITY MINIMIZATION PROBLEM IN THE US-NET
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF TABU SEARCH AND REROUTING OPTIMIZATION HEURISTICS FOR
SOLVING THE CAPACITY MINIMIZATION PROBLEM IN THE ITALIAN NETWORK
Fig. 5. Improvement of tabu search over rerouting optimization.
For both revenue maximization and capacity minimization,
the tabu search heuristic obtains better solutions than rerouting
optimization in all of these cases. Fig. 5 shows the average
improvement of tabu search over rerouting optimization for
revenue maximization and capacity minimization in these two
sample networks respectively. On average, tabu search gener-
ates 5.2% and 5.6% more revenue than rerouting optimization
in the US-NET and Italian networks respectively. It saves an
average of 5.2% and 4.2% more wavelength-links in these two
networks, respectively.
Using the tabu search heuristic on revenue maximization and
capacity minimization as a combined tool can bring an extra
benefit by further reducing the number of used wavelength-
links after maximizing the revenue value. Tables V and VI show
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TABLE V
WAVELENGTH-LINKS BEFORE AND AFTER SOLVING THE CAPACITY
MINIMIZATION PROBLEM BASED ON THE SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY THE TABU
SEARCH HEURISTCI FOR REVENUE MAXIMIZATION IN THE US-NET
TABLE VI
WAVELENGTH-LINKS BEFORE AND AFTER SOLVING THE CAPACITY
MINIMIZATION PROBLEM BASED ON THE SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY THE TABU
SEARCH HEURISTCI FOR REVENUE MAXIMIZATION IN THE ITALIAN NETWORK
the number of used wavelength-links for the solutions of rev-
enue maximization before and after capacity minimization. The
results show that a significant number of wavelength-links is
saved by solving the capacity minimization problem after rev-
enue maximization in all these cases.
B. Testing the Tabu Search Heuristic
The better performance of the tabu search heuristic over the
rerouting optimization heuristic comes from its capability of
exploring promising solution space. We used some sophisti-
cated techniques in the design of our tabu search, e.g., move-fre-
quency-penalty and multi-start. This subsection provides exper-
imental data to examine and validate our design of the tabu
search heuristic.
Fig. 6 plots the tabu search solution trace of total revenue
value versus running time during tabu search procedure of its
second multi-start for the experiment case 6 in Table I. After
the solution reaches its local optima, a move during the search
may temporarily cause a worse solution. However, the long-
term trend is to jump out of the local optima and then move
to better solutions. Fig. 7 depicts the best solution found during
the tabu search procedure of each multi-start for the same exper-
iment case. We have two observations: 1) not every multi-start
generates better solution than the previous ones; 2) multi-start
may lead to a better solution, e.g., the second restart. The so-
lution traces for other cases have similar patterns as those in
Figs. 6 and 7.
Tables VII and VIII show the results for revenue maximiza-
tion and capacity minimization with and without move-fre-
Fig. 6. Tabu search solution trace of total revenue value versus running
time during its search procedure of the second multi-start in the case with 90
connection requests and 8 wavelengths in the US-NET.
Fig. 7. Tabu search solution trace of revenue value versus the number of
multi-start for the case with 90 connection requests and 8 wavelengths in the
US-NET.
TABLE VII
RESULTS OF REVENUE MAXIMIZATION BY TABU SEARCH WITH AND
WITHOUT MFP IN US-NET
TABLE VIII
RESULTS OF CAPACITY MINIMIZATION BY TABU SEARCH wITH AND
WITHOUT MFP IN US-NET
quency-penalty (MFP) in the US-NET. We show three cases
in each table (results for other cases are similar). We observe
that tabu search with MFP results in better solutions for both
revenue maximization and capacity minimization. These results
show that such a diversification technique in the tabu search
heuristic is especially important for solving our problems.
Table IX reports the number of trap paths found in each case
in the US-NET and Italian network. The third column (K) is the
number of -shortest paths. Table IX shows both the number
of trap paths and its percentage in terms of the total number
of paths found. The results reveal that a minimum of 3.3% and
maximum of 11.4% trap paths exist in the US-NET, while the
percentage of trap paths is close to 20% for most cases in the
Italian network. These results further prove the effectiveness of
our tabu search heuristic under different network settings be-
cause tabu search obtains a constant improvement over rerouting
optimization in both networks. Although many trap paths exist,
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TABLE IX
NUMBER OF TRAP PATHS FOR ALL THE CONNECTION REQUESTS
the speed of running our tabu search heuristic is not affected
by these trap paths. This is because we insert all of these trap
paths into the trap path sets at the beginning of each multi-start
and then the tabu search heuristic operates on the other non-trap
paths.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of SRLG-diverse path
provisioning under hybrid service level agreements. We consid-
ered some realistic constraints faced by service providers, in-
cluding multiple classes of protection schemes and the light-
path length constraints. This problem was formulated into two
sub-problems: the revenue maximization problem and the ca-
pacity minimization problem. We provided ILP formulations
for both problems. Although solving these formulations are ex-
tremely time-consuming for real world problems, they can serve
as the basis for the solution approaches that start from relaxing
the ILP formulations.
For the problems studied in this paper, heuristic approaches
are essential for dealing with their complexity in real-world
networks. We designed a rerouting optimization heuristic to
encompass some existing optimization principles in previous
work. We then proposed a tabu search heuristic. We conducted
experiments to compare the tabu search heuristic with the
rerouting optimization heuristic in two example networks. Our
experimental results showed that our proposed tabu search
heuristic can solve the large-scale problems within a reasonable
amount of time, while obtaining a better solution than the
rerouting optimization heuristic. We also showed that using the
tabu search heuristic to jointly solve the revenue maximization
and capacity minimization problems can reduce the network
resource consumption significantly. Additional experiments
illustrated how our design of the tabu search heuristic facilitates
an efficient search procedure.
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